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ABSTRACT
This work explores what people do to inform their surroundings
about who is the main addressee of their communicative acts in
smart environments. A corpus of naive users, solving daily tasks
in a smart home, which is additionally inhabited by a robot, is
investigated. Evidence drawn from the corpus is used to create a
first model for addressee recognition in smart environments. Finally,
the performance of the model is evaluated using the corpus, and
possible future improvements and challenges are discussed. The
main contribution of this work is a detailed analysis of human
addressing cues in smart environments, and the resulting, evidence
based addressing model.

CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing → Ambient intelligence; User models; User centered design; Natural language interfaces; •Software
and its engineering → Requirements analysis;

Keywords
addressing; smart environments; multi-modal; natural interaction;
social robot

1.

INTRODUCTION

With technology ever becoming smaller and cheaper during the
last decades, social robots and smart environments more and more
start to enter our daily life. Many of these smart environments,
especially in the context of smart homes and ambient assisted living,
are specifically designed to support the daily routines of inhabitants,
and allow easy, intuitive interaction. All possible devices, that can
be found in a typical home, are being equipped with sensors and
actuators, and then combined into a huge network of smart objects.
Although automation is the mainly used way to assist inhabitants
in smart homes, people repeatedly demand to be able to override
the systems behaviour [10]. Rich user interfaces on computers
and smart phones were created to allow inhabitants to control their
homes, but the interfaces tend to become complicated. Additionally,
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it happens to feel tedious, if a frequently used function requires the
user to get and unlock the smart phone, start the control application
and then find the desired function to finally be able to trigger it.
This is one of the reasons why modern smart homes additionally contain social robots and virtual interactive agents, which among other things - can interact with inhabitants and bridge the
gap between the smart devices and the user. Moreover, other ways
of controlling continuously get further refined. Smart appliances
can be directly controlled via touch, speech, by using various gestures or rarely even through brain machine interfaces[6]. However,
controlling lots of devices without switches or a Graphical User
Interface (GUI) requires lots of modalities and metaphors, leading
to ambiguity and the additional problem of addressee distinction.
Which light should be switched if someone claps, and if a user
makes a waving gesture does he or she want the tv to turn on or the
alarm to stop? The same problem arises in verbal interaction. When
should the robot react to speech, when a virtual avatar or even the
apartment as a whole?
There are many possible answers to these questions which usually
are situation, appliance, and user specific, but a general answer is
hard to find. To get closer to a general model of addressee recognition it needs to be investigated how people naturally communicate in
their daily life and how they show their surroundings who is meant
by their communicative acts.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 examines
related research for common approaches towards addressee recognition. A corpus of unconstrained, task-directed interactions of naive
users in a robotic smart home is introduced in Section 3. In the
following Section the corpus is further examined for evidence on
human addressing cues. The resulting findings are used to create and
evaluate a first addressee recognition model in Section 5. Finally,
future enhancements and possible problems of the proposed model
are discussed in Section 6, and a summary is given in Section 7.

2.

RELATED WORK

To get an overview on the current state of the art in addressee
recognition, we look into current work in human-robot interaction
(HRI), interaction with classical smart environments and finally
interaction in smart environments inhabited by humans and robots.
In HRI it is widely accepted that social robots should be able to
interact via speech. Spexard et al. emphasise that “The user should
be able to communicate with the system by, e.g., natural speech,
ideally without reading an instruction manual in advance.” [26] and
[9] found that 71% of the participants of their study wanted a robot
companion to communicate in a human-like manner. This results
in various social robots utilising speech as the main modality in
their interaction with human partners [4][19][7]. However, because

addressee recognition is often not the focus of the corresponding
research, it often gets replaced by simple heuristics like reacting to
everything that can be understood.
Gross et al. developed a robot as a companion for people with
mild cognitive impairments which can be controlled using “speech
or the external tablet” [11], but does not go into detail on how
the robot decides whether it is addressed by human speech or not.
Many works implicitly assumes that the robot is in a dyadic interaction with only one interaction partner. The receptionist robot
in [13] and the interactive learning robot in [18] both are tailored
towards dyadic interaction and do not consider other addressees
in the scene. Even in the wild, interactions are often simplified
to one-on-one situations, where the robot chooses an interaction
partner and sticks to it until the end of the interaction, meanwhile
attributing all recognised speech to the current interaction partner
[17]. In multi-party interactions a robot needs to distinguish between
multiple humans and handle situations where they talk to each other.
One common approach in such cases is to track the current speaker
and assume the corresponding addressee to be the speakers current
visual focus of attention (VFOA). To detect the speaker [25] use
close-talk microphones for every participant, and [2] a microphone
array and sound-source localisation. Both works use video processing techniques to find the speakers head orientation and infer the
corresponding VFOA. A different approach is implemented in a
multi-party interaction scenario by Richter et al. [23] where not all
participants can be seen by the robot at once. In this system, the
robot Meka considers itself addressee, when it shares mutual gaze
with a speaking person. Whether a person is speaking is detected
visually and the participants have various, multi-modal ways of
attracting the robots attention.
Research in smart homes and smart environments often focuses
on unobtrusive adaptation and automation, trying to reduce the
need for explicit control of the available smart appliances [12].
However, Dragone et al. argue that, when users feel to be passive
recipients of smart services, it decreases their perceived value, trust
and understanding of the system [10]. Because there always will be
the need to override a otherwise optimal system behaviour, active
control metaphors in such environments additionally need to be
intuitive and easy to remember. The addressee of a touch gesture
is rarely ambiguous, e.g. touching a lamp can switch its state. This
is an already common metaphor but it require the person to move
around to reach the corresponding interfaces. Rich GUIs [3] can, in
combination with a smart-phone, allow users to control an apartment
without having to move around, but the interfaces tend to become
cumbersome and complicated when many functions and options are
available. [15] use a distinct gesture for every functionality in their
smart home. This way, the addressee of the gesture is encoded in the
gesture itself, but 8 different gestures are needed only to switch the
light and open or close the curtains. This certainly is hard to scale to
modern smart homes with lots of various interactive appliances, and
hard to remember for a user, especially when the functionality is not
frequently used. [16] use only a small set of gestures but specify the
addressee of the gesture via a smart-phone screen, which may be
somewhat redundant in case of a simple switch. A different, multimodal approach is implemented in [8], where a pointing device is
used to specify the addressee before the person can use gestures
or speech to control the specified device. For multi-party, verbal
interaction Potamitis et al. [22] require their participants to explicitly
state the addressee of their speech by starting commands with the
addressed agent’s name.
In mixed scenarios, where human participants can interact with
the smart environment and one or more social robots, it is even
harder to find information about addressee recognition. In [20] a

robotic smart house is presented, where the different agents can be
addressed by the resident via explicit verbal naming or by pointing
at it (similar to [22] and [8]). The same group later proposes to
use a social robot or avatar as a mediator between the human and
the smart environments functionalities in [21], but does not explain
how they plan to distinguish whether the robot was addressed or
not. Unfortunately this is the case in various works on robot inhabited smart environments. [28] uses a ubiquitous home robot as a
human-machine interface in the smart environment which can be
ordered or talked to by residents. Baeg et al. present their smart
environment for service robots which provide humans with services
[24]. Neither of them considers the problem of addressee distinction
in such a context. Bernotat et al. conducted a wizard of oz study
[1] to investigate the addressing behaviour of naive users in a smart
robotic environment while solving simple daily tasks. They empirically show which modalities and interfaces people prefer to use
for different daily tasks. Addressee estimation - not being the focus
of the study - is done by human wizards and annotators and is not
further explored.
Although addressee recognition does not seem to get much attention in the presented work, most of the presented systems have
some kind of way to explicitly exclude, simplify, or just ignore ambiguities in the addressing behaviour of human interaction partners.
The systems which explicitly distinct between different addressees,
utilise VFOA or mutual gaze in multi-party HRI and explicit pointing or naming in smart environments. While these heuristics seem
plausible at first, they lack the empirical basis on how naive users
convey the addressee of their commands, when they are free to do it
without restrictions.

3.

INTERACTION CORPUS

To be able to recognise human addressing behaviour, we first need
to analyse what people do to specify the addressee of a deliberate,
communicative act in a smart environment. The corpus by Holthaus
et al. [14] encompasses multi-modal interaction and addressing
behaviour of naive users in a robot-inhabited, smart home. It was
created during a study in the Cognitive Service Robotics Apartment
(CSRA) and provides a good basis for our analysis. Bernotat et al.
[1] conducted the corresponding interaction study with naive users
to investigate how and whom they address in such a setting to solve
everyday tasks. The corresponding corpus builds the basis for our
investigations on how people inform about the addressee of their
communicative acts in smart environments. We therefore first give a
short summary of the corpus.
The aim of the wizard of oz study (explained in detail in [1])
was to find out how and what people address in a smart robotic
apartment to solve different mundane tasks. More precisely, the
questions were (I) who is addressed (robot, light, apartment) (II)
which modality is used (speech, gesture, touch) to solve a task.
Seven everyday tasks, consisting of 1. turn on light in hallway 2.
turn off light in hallway (from kitchen) 3. listen to music 4. check
mail 5. check phone-calls 6. check time 7. set brightness of a lamp
(without using speech) were chosen to be solved in the apartment.
The participants had nearly no restrictions in their solution of the
task. Only the ordinary light switches on the walls could not be
used. When the wizard decided that the participant made an attempt
to solve the task, the corresponding functionality was triggered in
the apartment. The wizard additionally chose if the robot or the
apartment were more probably addressed and should therefore react.
Additionally, the trials were split into a verbal and a nonverbal
condition. In tasks, where information needed to be presented to
the user (i.e. tasks 4, 5, 6), the first group got a verbal response
from the apartment or robot. For the second group only visual cues

4.

REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS

The used corpus can give us information about who is addressed
in each task (and via which modality), but does not expose the way
in which people indicate the addressee of their actions. To acquire
such information the available data needs to be further investigated.
We concentrate on the annotations at the moment of task solution.
This is when the wizard decided that the participant actively tried
to solve a given task and which agent is addressed thereby. It
therefore can be seen as a measure for human-level performance
in command and addressee recognition. We further look into the
following information: 1. agent (apartment, robot or floor-lamp):
shows which appliance was addressed according to the wizard in
each task 2. modality (speech, gesture, touch): the modality used
by the participant to solve the task 3. addressee (one of various
appliances, the robot, the apartment, the participant or undecided):
who was addressed by the participant according to the annotator
4. VFOA (same options like addressee): the participant’s focus of
attention just before solving the task. All mentioned significance
tests are performed using the Chi-Square test with a significance
level of 0.05.

4.1

Visual Focus of Attention

It is apparent from the related work (Sec. 2) that the VFOA is
a commonly used feature in addressee recognition in HRI. This
is often used with the assumption that the VFOA and addressee
usually match [27]. To first revise this assumption for goal directed
actions in a smart environment, we examine how often the VFOA
and addressee are equal during the study. The resulting plot can be
seen in Figure 1.
Figure 1 shows, that the addressed entity is the same as the focused entity over all tasks in 89% of the interactions. The distribution of addressed entities are highly dependent on the given task.
In tasks where a physical entity can be addressed (the lights in
tasks 1, 2 and 7) this is the most common addressee in the task
solution. On the other hand, when a task does not have a distinct
addressable interface, like in the information requests (tasks 4, 5,
6) and when listening to music (task 3), the robot or an unspecific
entity is addressed. Moreover, the difference in the congruence
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were used, consisting of attention guiding gestures by the robot and
apartment and information printed on various screens.
The corresponding corpus (further explained in [14]) contains
video and audio recordings of the study trials, which were carried
out in the CSRA. Additionally, the corpus contains recordings of all
system events during the trials and ELAN[5] annotations. Among
other things, the system event recordings contain the wizards decisions, the corresponding actions of the smart environment (including
screens, lamps, robot, speech) and sensory information about the
apartment state (power consumption, doors, windows, cupboards,
etc.). Some of this data provides the basis for the ELAN annotations.
These contain further, hand-annotated information about the course
of the study and emotional expressions of the participants (e.g. smiling). Information about the participants goal-directed actions like
the used modality, language features, focus of attention and final
addressee is also available.
According to the outcome of the study, in such an unconstrained
setting people often prefer verbal interaction, but also use gestures
and touch interaction. When a task has a corresponding physical
interface, this will be directly addressed in most cases. In case of
information requests or tasks where there is no obvious physical
addressable entity, people tend to more often address the robot than
in the other cases. However, in such cases the addressee often
becomes unspecific.

Figure 1: Plots how often (relative) the focus of attention of participants matched their addressee during the task solution. Each bar is
subdivided into different VFOA. The mean over all tasks is shown
in the rightmost bar (all). The addressee other is a combination of
rarely addressed entities (various screens, switches, etc.). ©Viktor
Richter

of addressee and VFOA between tasks with a distinct responsible
entity (the light tasks) and tasks without such an entity (listen to
music and information requests) is not significant. The set of rarely
addressed entities, which were combined into the addressee other,
contains switches, screens and the apartment as a whole. Another
rare addressee during the trials was the participant (in 1% of the
interactions, self in Figure 1). This is a somewhat special case in
which participants talk to themselves, or are looking at their task
description while at the same time trying to solve it. An addressee
which is common, especially in tasks without a distinct responsible
entity is unspecific (24% over all tasks). According to Bernotat et
al. this was when “[...] it was obvious that participants addressed
an interface within the apartment, but it was unclear which one.”[1].
When the addressee was unspecific according to the annotators, the
wizards decided that the apartment (and not the robot) should react
in 94% of the times.
The inspection of the correlations between addressee and VFOA
shows that the latter is a highly informative cue for addressee recognition, but does not suffice in all situations. Additionally, it is still a
challenging task to automatically classify the VFOA of an inhabitant
in a smart home in a unobtrusive and reliable manner. As far as
can be said from the used corpus, the correlation between addressee
and VFOA is independent from the type of the task - whether information request or control of an appliance does not significantly
change the matching probability. Finally, the cases where addressee
and VFOA are at the participant or unspecific, and there is no other
information about an addressee usually result in the apartment being
the right entity which should react.

4.2

Other Addressing Cues

The addressee cannot always be determined solely on the basis of VFOA. In fact, 11% (34 of 317) of the interactions had a
mismatch between these two classifications. Additionally, in au-
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of the task in question. Verbal interactions show that it is usually
possible to assume the apartment to be addressee, when no other
addressee is probable enough. Additionally, verbal interaction can
establish a context which is more meaningful than the visual attention of the participants.
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Figure 2: Plots how often (absolute) the VFOA was not equal to the
addressee during the task solution. Each bar is subdivided into the
used modalities. ©Viktor Richter
tonomous systems the information about the VFOA of a user will
likely be less reliable than in the hand-annotated corpus. To be able
to model these kind of interactions we first need to further analyse
these cases. The plot in Figure 2 shows mismatching interactions
split by task and modality. A significant change in the mismatch
proportions between the modalities cannot be found. The mismatch
between addressee and VFOA was significantly higher in the nonverbal condition (p = 0.03) over all modalities. Within the modalities,
a significant difference could only be found in speech (p = 0.02). In
the following, the cases where addressee and VFOA do not match
are examined in detail.
The 8 mismatches in the touch modality consist of: Three cases
where participants touched screens or switches (addressee) while
looking if the state of the lamp changes (VFOA). Four times where
users switched off the light in the corridor by closing the door
between the corridor and the kitchen. One time where (according to
the annotator) the user did not solve the task but the wizard decided
differently (wizard error). The 2 mismatches in the gesture modality
consist of: Once waving in front of a screen while looking into
the room and once waving at the robot while looking at screens.
Both cases happened in the nonverbal condition, where information
requests always were answered by text messages on screens. In all
of the 24 mismatches in the speech modality either the addressee
or the VFOA is unspecific, self or apartment. Correspondingly, the
wizards attributed all but two of the tasks to the apartment. In the
other two cases, the participant was looking at the task description
while interacting only with the robot during the whole trial.
Direct verbal specification of the addressee was not used in case
of the apartment. The robot was addressed 4 times using the term
robot and 7 times using the pronoun you. In all of these cases the
robot was additionally the participants VFOA (no mismatches). The
light in the corridor was verbally named 32 times while being VFOA
and 6 times with unspecific attention. However, it is hard to say if
the participants addressed the light as an entity or wanted another
entity to switch the light.
The inspection of interactions, where addressee and VFOA did
not match, allows a more sophisticated interpretation of the participants attention. Touch and gesture interactions show that the users
attention may differ from the addressee to monitor the progress

Discussion

Some insights on the addressing behaviour of people in smart,
robot inhabited environments could be drawn from the analysis of
the multi-modal interaction corpus. First of all, the common assumption, that the VFOA of a person equals the addressee does not
hold in all cases, but is a highly informative cue. It is valid in interactions with appliances and robots (Section 4.1). When unspecific
attention is considered as attention towards the whole environment
as an entity even the apartment is addressable using VFOA in most
cases. This assumption is supported by the following observations:
(1) The wizards decisions usually comply with the interpretation
that unspecific attention addresses the apartment. (2) In contrast to
the apartment, which is hardly detected, the annotators frequently
find that the addressee is unspecific. (3) The participants contradict
the annotations by stating that they most frequently addressed the
apartment [1]. However, automatic detection of VFOA is more
prone to classification errors than the human annotation, which was
used in this corpus. Additionally, freely moving people can yield
even more challenges to an automatic VFOA classification system
which results in situations where this cue is not available.
Because mismatches between VFOA and addressee happen in all
modalities, and this information may not be available in all situations
more cues are needed to get a reliable model. The analysis of other
addressing cues (Section 4.2) allows the following observations: (1)
The VFOA may differ from the addressee when people use touch
or gestures, and the outcome of the task should be directly visible.
In these cases the user may observe the controlled appliance while
using a different appliance for control (e.g. switching lamps via
screens). (2) The interaction history may be more essential than the
current attention of a person. This especially can happen in verbal
interactions. (3) The content of a communicative act can explicitly
specify the addressee, thus overriding all other cues.

5.

INITIAL MODEL & EVALUATION

A first addressee recognition model can be created directly from
the insights which were drawn from the investigation of the corpus.
A simple Bayesian Network that takes the findings from section 4
into account can be seen in Figure 3. The model uses information
about the users attention, whether an addressee was specified explicitly, the used modality, and the conversational context of the
interaction to calculate the most probable addressee.
The newly created model can be evaluated using the data from
the corpus. To this end, the rarely used addressees from the corpus
are combined into one addressee set of outliers. The annotations
on attention and modality are used as is. If some appliance was
addressed directly (addressed by content) during the task solution,
this was additionally annotated on top of the corpus. For an approximation on the conversational context the addressee of the previously
solved task is used. During the first task the conversational context
is always unspecific, because the interaction just started.
Two configurations of the Bayesian Network are trained. The first
(full) uses the complete model. For the second network (context-free)
the conversational context-node is removed from the model. This
way the context-free model can be realised without using long-term
information. The trained models are evaluated in two conditions.
In the first condition all input information is observed and the addressee needs to be inferred. In the second condition no information
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Figure 3: A simple bayesian model of addressee recognition using
attention, content addressee, conversational context, and modality.
The boxes are nodes of a directed Bayesian Network with the nodes
name on the left and its possible states on the right side. The arrows
depict the dependencies between the nodes. The green and blue
nodes are observed to infer the probability distribution of addressees
(red node). The blue node (conversational context) was not used in
all evaluations. ©Viktor Richter

obs. VFOA
unobs. VFOA

baseline
0.8991 ± 0.03
0.2808 ± 0.05

full
0.8991 ± 0.03
0.6348 ± 0.05

context-free
0.9148 ± 0.03
0.4984 ± 0.05

Table 1: The mean classification performance and confidence intervals of the baseline model and the trained networks full and
context-free. The results are shown for inference with fully observed
input data (obs. VFOA), and inference without information about
the VFOA (unobs. VFOA). Confidence intervals are calculated
using the Adjusted Wald Method. ©Viktor Richter

about the user’s attention is available. The baseline classification
performance, when the VFOA is always considered addressee, is
rather high (89.91%). This is a little bit higher than the proportion
mentioned in Section 4.1 (89.27%), because of the reduced set of
addressable entities. When no information about the user’s VFOA
is available, we choose the overall most probable addressee for the
baseline. This results in 28.08% correct classifications and is better
than the random choice (20%).
A leave-one-out cross-validation is performed to calculate the
performance of the models and evaluate them on the corpus data.
The corresponding results can be seen in Table 1. In the condition
with observed VFOA no significant improvements of the classification can be achieved. With the human annotated VFOA, the
complete network (full) can not beat the baseline performance. The
classification using the network that ignores the long-term context
(context-free) achieves the best performance (91.48%) in this condition, but is still within the confidence interval. In the condition with
information about the user’s VFOA missing, both Bayesian Models
greatly surpass the baseline performance. In such a situation, the
fully trained network performs best (63.48%).
The evaluation of the proposed model shows that, although the
human annotations on VFOA are hard to beat as a cue for the
addressee of an action, the classification quality can be further
enhanced using a statistical model. Moreover, in situations with
missing information about the VFOA the trained Bayesian Model
can use other cues to infer the addressee and achieve a much higher
performance than the baseline.

OUTLOOK & CHALLENGES

The proposed model for addressee recognition was created on
the basis of evidence from an interaction corpus of unconstrained
human interaction with a robotic smart home. It uses observations
of interactions of naive users to choose an appropriate addressee
for a communicative human action. Therefore, it is a good step
towards intuitive interaction between humans and embodied and
non-embodied agents in smart environments. Knowledge about
the situation and conversational context could be used to further
enhance the model in future iterations. Additionally, the model
which currently generalises over different users, could be adapted
over time to better reflect the habits of different users.
For future iterations of the model, an evaluation in an online
situation should be conducted to evaluate how much the model
generalises to other interactions in smart environments. Some challenges need be considered before such an online model can be
evaluated. The data that was used in this evaluation comes from
human annotations. Automatic detection of the context is not always
possible. VFOA can be detected using head orientations or gaze
directions, but this information is likely to be much more noisy than
the human-annotated data from the corpus. Often, depending on the
activity of the user, the VFOA may even be not observable. As seen
in the evaluation (Section 5), it is likely that such noise will greatly
decrease the performance of the baseline model, while the Bayesian
Models, to some extent, should be able to deal with it. To find out
if speech contains an explicit addressee, a component for natural
language understanding is needed. Using the last addressee as interaction context is a heuristic too. This could be further enhanced by
explicitly modelling the temporal dynamics of interactions using a
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) or similar approaches. Additionally,
further information about the user could be used to improve the
model.
The model is created from single user interactions. To extend the
model to multi-user interactions in smart environments, additional
persons could be integrated as possible addressees. This way each
user could have an own addressee recognition which accounts for
the other users. Furthermore, it is possible that people act differently
in a multi-user scenario. Therefore, it currently can not be said how
good (or bad) this model would perform in such a case. This is open
for further evaluations.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

The goal of this paper was to create an evidence based addressee
recognition model for smart environments inhabited by humans
and robots. First, interactive robots and smart environments were
inspected for their approaches at addressee recognition. Then, a
recent multi-modal corpus of unconstrained human interactions with
a robot-inhabited smart home was analysed. The evidence, found in
the interaction corpus was used to create and evaluate a first model
for addressee recognition. It could be shown that the proposed
model can yield better results than a simple approach based only on
VFOA, especially in case of missing or noisy input data. Finally,
possible future enhancements and challenges of a deployment in a
real smart environment were discussed.
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